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temperature changes in other parts, and therefore approximately the same variation for each level, a variation which would leave the general temperature gradient substantially as before. Furthermore, the true condensation gradient frequently is renewed for cloudless skies seldom last long. We should, then, expect to find the average vertical temperature gradient following, roughly, the gradient for saturated air for the given temperature, and such, indeed, are the gradients actually found, except during winter in high latitudes.
Hence, as the atmosphere between the levels of 4 and 8 kilometers is quite out of the reach of surface inversions, and as it is also warmer and more humid during summer than during winter, we should expect the summer temperature of this region to decrease less rapidly with increase of altitude than does the winter temperature, precisely as • balloon records show to be the case.
As just stated, the winter temperature gradient in high latitudes usually differs from that of the rest of the world; commonly being less to much less. In most places heat is carried upward by convection, and a condensation gradient thus established that tends to persist and frequently is renewed. Where, however, the surface is continuously cold the atmosphere does not ascend, but, on the contrary, slowly descends, owing to the ceaseless outflow of the lower air, incident to the thermally established high pressure. In this case the free air loses heat by radiation and gains heat by absorption and by compression; but through the lower several kilometers radiation by the atmosphere exceeds its absorption, as is presently explained. Indeed, if it did not, then the added dynamical or compressional heating soon would arrest descent. Now, as the outflow is shallow the descent necessarily is slow, and as radiation exceeds absorption the lapse rate thus established must be less than the adiabatic. Clearly, too, the extent of this departure will, in general, be the greater the slower the descent.
To sum up: Where heat is carried up by .convection the lapse rate is approximately the adiabatic for saturated air; and where it is not carried up, this rate is less to much less than the adiabatic for dry air.
Another point brought out by Fig. 16 is the fact that up to 8 kilometers, or thereabouts, the ratio of the decrease of temperature to increase of height itself increases with height. The explanation of this phenomenon is precisely the same as that of the difference between the winter and summer gradients from 4 to 8 kilometers. That is to say, it depends upon the amount of water vapor necessary to produce saturation at the various levels, since the less this vapor is in proportion to the total gases present the more nearly does the actual temperature gradient follow the adiabatic curve for dry air.
One striking feature of each of the temperature gradients is its gradual change., between the levels of 9 and 12 kilometers, from a rapid decrease

